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UM-LED PROTECTION HELMET
COMBINE SAFETY, COMFORT AND FASHION

While riding an e-scooter, a bike, an hoverboard, this helmet will protect you from falls and humps.
Its polycarbonate outer shell and expanded polystyrene, associated to inmold technology, guarantee an
optimal protection and a shock absorption.
The tinted visor protects you from the sun during the day, and slides on the helmet if you don't want to use
it.
The LED system at the front and at the back makes you visible from all the users on the road, at night, in
urban environment. Take advantage of these 3 different LED options in order to notify you to as many people
as prossible and prevent the risk of accident.
Moreover, the 8 air vents ensure ventilation for your head and reduce perspiration while providing a timeless
style.
The inner padding is absorbant, removable and hand washable.
Finally, its rear adjustement system consisting of a strap and rotary button allows you to adjust it perfectly,
for optimal support and maximum protection.

Protection, safety and comfort in a fashion accessory
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UM-LED PROTECTION HELMET

Characteristics

Box contents

Additional accessories: Size setting at the back
Autonomy:
Characteristics: 3 different LED options
Composition: Polycarbonate (PC) outer shell / Expended Polystyrene inner
shell (EPS)
Connectivity: Micro usb
Product dimensions (W x H x D): 27 x 17 x 23
Light intensity: 45 lm
Size (cm): 58-61 ,5cm
Input current: DC 5V - 1A
Type of battery: Lithium battery 3,7V 200 mAh

- 1 x LED helmet
- 1 x micro USB charging cable
- 1 x protective bag

Color: Black
Packing: 1
Guarantee: 2 year(s)
Net weight (g): 442
Weight with packaging (g): 628
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